A WEEK OF WALKS
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5.5km / 3.5miles
Strenuous
Navigation
Technicality

Maenarthur

A replica of the 1850’s mining water wheel

A Pleasant woodland walk for all the family.
A relatively short woodland loop which is waymarked and easy to follow, with great views from high up and some
nice forest scenery, a waterwheel and high level bridge.

START / FINISH
The walk starts from Pont-rhyd-y-groes a short drive from the welsh hideaways. From the cottages head left towards
Devil’s Bridge and take the first road left, signposted for Pont-y-groes. Keep following the road and signs, when you
come to a junction turn left and follow the road into the village of Pont-rhyd-y-groes. Follow the road over a bridge and
bear left up the hill. Park on the main road through the village, opposite the public toilets is ideal!
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SN 7392 7246 From the public toilets, continue on foot along

the road until you come to the Pont-rhyd-y-groes information board.
Bear right down hill following the footpath to the miners bridge. You’ll
know you’re in the right place when you see the large waterwheel on
your left! There is a picnic bench and information board here. To start
the walk proper turn right just before the waterwheel, signposted
“permissive path to miners bridge”. Cross the impressive footbridge
(not one for those who struggle with heights!) and immediately turn
right heading uphill. You are following the waymarked forestry
commission trail which should be relatively easy.
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SN 7377 7228 Follow the path out of the wood and right onto a main track.
When the main track meets a building (MB02) bear off to the left (keeping the building
on your right). Around the building, at the next branch (MB03), follow the route to the
right winding your way through the forest. At the next junction (MB04) again take the
path to the right heading up hill and continuing on this as it levels off. A few hundred
metres along the easier ground take the right hand path (MB05) and start climbing to
the top of the forest. Following the same path, turning back on yourself to the left,
continue up to the highpoint of the walk which offers views back to the village where
you started. It’s always rewarding to see how far you’ve come! Or if you’re of the
pessimistic disposition, how far you have to go back! Fear not, it’s all downhill from here
(mostly!)

Distance: 3.5 miles
Total Ascent: 315m
Time: 2.5hrs
Start / Finish:
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Pont-rhyd-y-groes
(SN 7392 7246 )
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Nearest Town:
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1

Pont-rhyd-y-groes

Terrain: Well
defined footpaths
through forest, some
ascent

Maps: OS Explorer
(1:25000) no. 213
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Guidebook:

follow the steps back down into the forest. It’s worth detouring off the steps when you
get close to the waterfall to get a better view. Keep on down the steps and you’ll meet a
large forestry track, turn sharp right onto this then take the immediate left, still heading
downhill to meet the river (MB08). Continue straight over at the next main forestry track
also (MB09) and head down to the river and an old bridge that we wouldn’t advise
crossing! From the river (MB10) ignore the route to the right and turn left up the hill.
Keep left up the main footpath to join the main forestry track for 50m before turning off
right following the “white” route waymarked (MB12). Return to the river where there is
some great scenery and spots to pause for lunch, if you don’t mind finding a log to squat
upon! Continue to follow the river until you can take the path up and round to the left
heading for some steps (again following the “white” footpath).

Forestry Commission
Leaflet

Nearest Outdoor
Store: Aberystwyth
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Gradient Profile

SN 7248 7252 At the next junction (MB07) take the path down to the right and

SN 7326 7220 Re-join the main forestry track turning right (MB14). Ignore the
footpath to the left and continue on the main track. After 500m take the “white”
footpath to the right (MB15), leaving the main track to find the miners footbridge again,
cross it and return up the hill to your starting point and the waterwheel.

